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This is the only nancy drew game i have played so far. Some puzzles in the game made no sense and others you had to die a
million times to figure out. The Plot seems to lack a few things but it was okay..they couldve added more. sadly the villian
characters stood out like a soar thumb. if it had built more into the story line and characters it wouldve been better. Making
Characters more mysterious and harder to read, adding puzzles that acually had hints, better ways to buy\/ find items (took
forever to find certain things). what i hated the most was listeing to the characters lines, there is no skip option for that so
everything i already read had to be spoken again and agian. The only reason i like this game is because its point and click. other
than thats its a super easy game with stupid problem solving puzzles that are easy as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 or just
impossibe without a walkthrough. 2 outta 5. if you like point and click puzzle games try it out. it may have flaws but surprisingly
out of all the stress it put me ethrough i still enjoyed playing.. It has a crisp, consistent sort of platforming that I find quite
pleasant, with areas that don't force you to replay sections you've already beaten (even to the extent of making it so when you
backtrack through what should be the same areas, they are different).

I can't tell if the writing is inane or a deep philosophical discussion on the nature of social interactions: I can imagine bored
teenagers being forced to read passages from it in high school a few decades from now.. Very good game, but it needed a
resolution of the main character not just to say "well you graduated" and then end. It needed to continue by telling us how the
sorcorers test went (if they take it), and chaging back to his original gender (Male). Also emerse the reader more into the story
by telling us more about the world they are in.. WE WUZ KANG N SHEEEEIT. It seems so simple, throw some discs around
and dodge some enemies. After spending 3 hours trying to finish the first level in the campaign I had to give up and take a
break. I am clearly not as skilled as I assumed I was, I needed some time to re-eveluate life choices and check where I went
wrong. This game is a very entertaining challenge for me, I'm hooked on it and picking it right back up after I finish writing this
review!

The gameplay is very smooth. I'm personally playing using keyboard and mouse but I really should get myself a controller for this.
The art and music are very well done, and they blend in perfectly to add to that all-important gameplay, and really help to stay
motivated.

Also, I can't wait to get some friends round and test the multiplayer on this, I foresee some very interesting chaos!. You have to
survive until the end of each level with scarce resources (especially weapons/ammo) and very little in the way of health. Stealth
seems to be the more successful way to play although going all out and attacking is immensely fun. Characters are cute. This is one
of those games that is hard and frustrating but you just can't help coming back to over and over to try that level one more time..
VERyyyy GOoood Simulator for driving in the soob way. But needs a mod to turn everyone into dogs
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The game is very well done. If you liked Eye of the Beholder and Dungeon Hack, you will appreciate this game. My only
complaint is there isn't more of it. Don't get me wrong, the cost to content is quite fair. I just want more! Everyone repeat after
me, DLC, DLC, DLC! :D. Not a bad game. Very simple design, easy to follow. Graphics are simple but smooth.

the bad outweighs the good IMO though:

-levels are too similar there is hardly any variation in design of textures
-rpg levelling mechanic is forced; no choice in how to develop your characters is given.
-the standard tried-and-true mechanic of dodging using square movement in every other dungeon crawler has been changed so if
you try to move away to take a ranged shot, or even to the side, every character takes massive damage. this is really what killed
it for me. it forces the player into basically buidling only certain kinds of characters, and ranged doesn't do well since it both
takes forever to reload, and you can't move away from your taget to shoot.
-I can live without a storyline, or basically any interaction at all... but I woudln't do it if there was a choice between a game like
this with a story (and there are plenty) and one without.. which is this one.

for an indie game, it's not terrible, but very much not to my liking.

. Otherworldly and haunting. It reminds me of the experimental games I played a lot when I was younger. Try things out, try to
understand, see what you find..
▄▅█████████▅▄▃▂
█★★------------★★█ █ ██████
◥⊙▲⊙▲⊙▲⊙▲⊙▲⊙▲⊙◤. Quite fun, but I've only encountered like 2 persons and 4 bots. More people should play it.. I got
this based on the RPS article and the Steam store page videos, and I'm pretty pleased so far. At least as far as partway through
world 3 (of 6, at the moment), the challenge on offer increases over the course of each world, introducing new applications of
movement, new obstacles, and new twists/combinations of all of those, and it does so at a rate that for me is doable but
constantly engaging. Maybe a little too quickly at a couple points, but it's not boring, and for me it's stayed on the good side of
frustration. One key thing is that it doesn't abandon the ideas that it spends time building up, so while I'd love to see more levels
concentrating on a single idea or set of ideas, you do get to keep applying and altering what you've learned as you go along.

Control-wise, keyboard and mouse is still feels like a work in progress in terms of UI, but it's plenty good enough for the first
two worlds. Controls are pretty much spot-on with a gamepad, and definitely preferred, as the dev clearly states. :)

Overall, I had not expected this level of polish in an early acess game. (I typically access games late or vaguely on time.) I hear
there are bugs, and some UI and death sequences feel slightly too drawn out to me, but this is early access, and it already feels
really good and is a fun challenge. Read about it, give it a look in motion, and if you're intrigued, try it!. Maybe it's a bit hard to
learn but at the same time it's very deep and historical. Just pass the tutorial, read the Manual and you will like it. Even though
it's a turn-based game that could be an obstacle for paradox fans don't be afraid to check this out. You won't be disappointed.
I've been playing this game for years and i still enjoy it. 9/10. I bought a bunch of the DLCs while on halloween sale yesterday. I
don't know about the other DLCs yet, but this is definitely an awesome addition.

This DLC definitely rubs me the right way. Had I known sooner about this when it was first released I'd have bought it
immediately - at full price.

I'm posting this review on this as well as the other metal DLC.
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